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STEPS TO A VA LOAN
Military clients have to clear several hurdles before 
crossing the finish line. The most important steps 
along the way include locating a property that meets 
VA appraisal guidelines and obtaining loan approval 
from an individual lender.

Garnering approval from both the Department of 
Veterans Affairs and an individual lender can seem 
like a tall order. But for any loan to close, both the VA 
and an individual lender must grant consent.

The VA strives to ensure that homes purchased by 
military clients are safe and in good condition, so 
most VA criteria address property issues. The VA also 
sets basic client guidelines and advises lenders on 
how to select creditworthy loan candidates.

Lenders undertake a financial risk with each loan, 
so their guidelines tend to focus more on a client’s 
financial situation. It’s common for a lender’s criteria 
to address a client’s income, credit history and 
employment status.

Buying a home with a VA 
loan is an incredibly 
re- warding experience. 
The VA loan offers 
unbeatable financing 
advantages, including low 
closing costs, low interest 
rates, no monthly PMI 
(private mortgage 
insurance) and no 
required down pay- ment. 
At the end of the VA loan 
process, you’ll help your 
client secure the keys 
to their very own home 
through a simple,
 low-cost mortgage.

OUR NATION’S 
VETERANS DESERVE 
NOTHING LESS.
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STEPS TO A VA LOAN...................continued

Keeping track of two sets of guidelines can be tricky. 
Real estate agents and lenders with significant VA loan 
experience can easily keep clients on track with all VA 
loan requirements.

Working with the right professionals can help you 
lead clients to a hassle free experience. A thorough 
understanding of VA loan guidelines will allow you to 
educate your client to avoid ineligible properties.

The journey for any dedicated VA loan client starts here, 
with a careful review of VA loan program guidelines.

Final Loan approval

Closing

Choosing a lender

Choosing a real estate 
agent

Loan pre-approval

Locating a property

Appraisal

Inspection

EXPERIENCE MATTERS.

Success follows experience. That’s why 
taking the pledge with Did You Serve? makes all the 
difference. Questions regarding th VA Home Loan 
process? Contact a Did You Serve? professional by 
emailing info@didyouserve.org.
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KEEPING THE VA AND 
LENDERS HAPPY
Let’s look at why your client needs to measure up to both VA requirements and 
lender guidelines. The VA does not actually issue loans. Instead, the agency 
guarantees a portion of each loan. If a client defaults, this financial promise 
protects lenders from a total loss.

Lenders are responsible for ensuring VA standards are met. Beyond those criteria, 
they’re free to add their own stipulations. Some are tough, while others are 
more flexible.

VA LOAN BENEFITS

No down payments
No monthly PMI (private mortgage insurance) payment
No prepayment penalty
Relaxed credit requirements
Historically lower interest rates
Low closing costs
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VA PROPERTY GUIDELINES
Your clients’ search for their dream home can be one of the most exciting 
undertakings of their life. Most house hunters love touring homes. Envisioning cozy 
evenings by a new home’s fireplace or picnics in the backyard can be the best part of 
the house hunt.

Making sure your clients’ property measures up to 
VA and lender criteria is somewhat less enthralling, 
but still necessary.

Most VA loan property requirements are designed 
to protect the health and safety of military clients. 
For example, there are strict rules regarding a 
home’s proximity to environmental hazards and 
the availability of safe drinking water.

Other property requirements aim to protect 
the service members’ monetary interests. The 
VA requires that homes be “move-in ready” 
and represent a good investment. Lenders 
want to protect their assets, so they prefer that 
homeowners select good quality homes
in appreciating neighborhoods.

Pursuing an ineligible property can sidetrack your clients’ home purchase indefinitely. 
While it’s certainly important to help clients select a property that feels right to them, 
don’t forget to keep the following VA and lender criteria in mind.

Properties in badly 
deteriorated condition

Nonresidential properties

Vacant land

Properties located 
within a high-pressure 
gas pipeline easement 
or high voltage electric 
transmission line 
easement

Non-owner occupied 
rental properties

INELIGIBLE VA PROPERTIES
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MINIMUM PROPERTY REQUIREMENTS

VA GUIDELINES

LENDER GUIDELINES

The VA maintains a list of Minimum Property Requirements (MPRs) that properties must meet 
to garner agency approval. Each property is carefully evaluated by an independent VA appraiser, 
who assesses the value of the home and ensures that all MPRs are met.

The primary purpose of MPRs is to ensure that properties purchased with VA loans are 
safe and structurally sound. There are numerous standards against which properties will 
be measured. Here are a few of the most important ones:

During the VA appraisal, your client’s home will be carefully assessed for these and a 
whole host of other characteristics. Any problems noticed during the appraisal will have 
to be corrected before your client can close on your VA loan.

Experienced VA lenders are very familiar with MPRs. Lenders must closely follow these guidelines 
since properties that can’t measure up to the standards are ineligible for VA approval. These property 
requirements are also a great example of why working with a VA-savvy real estate agent can make a 
tremendous difference. Agents who understand VA requirements can help educate military clients 
reguarding potential problem properties. Your knowledge can save homebuyers time and money.

Home must meet local building codes

Heating must be adequate

Home must have an adequate supply of safe drinking water

Home must possess a safe method of sewage disposal

Roof must be in usable condition

Excessive dampness or pooling of water in a crawl space must be corrected

Home must be free of termites

Terrain must drain water away from the home
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MANUFACTURED HOME CRITERIA

VA GUIDELINES

LENDER GUIDELINES

Military clients and agents are sometimes surprised to learn that the VA loan program does guarantee 
financing for manufactured homes.

Terminology is important when distinguishing a “manufactured” home from a “modular” home. There 
are different conditions that apply to each type of home, so let’s first outline the VA’s definition of a 
manufactured home.

The VA classifies a manufactured home as one constructed in a factory on a non-removable steel chassis 
that is transported to the building site on its own wheels. As such, manufactured homes are more 
commonly known as “mobile homes” or “trailers.” We’ll discuss modular homes in more detail shortly.

Although the VA does permit the purchase of manufactured homes through the VA loan 
program, any old trailer just won’t cut it. The VA requires that all manufactured homes 
meet the following criteria:

Current buyers are finding that many lenders shy away from issuing loans on 
manufactured homes. Manufactured homes generally decrease in value, as opposed to 
traditionally built homes. Lenders don’t like to have their funds tied up in depreciating 
properties, so finding a lender for a manufactured home can be tough. Patience will be 
a premium.

Must be properly affixed to a permanent foundation

Single-wide homes must be at least 400 square feet

Double-wide homes must be at least 700 square feet

Home must have permanent eating, cooking, sleeping and sanitary facilities

MODULAR HOME CRITERIA
Modular homes are fairly similar to manufactured homes. Modular homes are also built in sections at a 
factory. The sections are then transported to a building site on truck beds and joined together by local 
contractors. The biggest difference between a manufactured home and a modular home is that a modular 
home is not supported by wheels, so it’s not really considered a “trailer home.” 

When it comes to your clients’ investment, a modular home is generally a safer bet than a manufactured 
home. Modular homes are more likely to increase in value than manufactured homes, making them more 
appealing to both buyers and lenders.
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CONDOMINIUM CRITERIA

VA GUIDELINES

LENDER GUIDELINES

Condominiums are individual units purchased as part a larger complex. These units can offer 
several benefits to military homebuyers. Maintenance on a condo unit is usually provided by a 
homeowners association, which eliminates many of the owner’s responsibilities. Service members 
who travel frequently love the fact that someone else is responsible for yard maintenance and 
snow removal.

Condos can also be a little cheaper than comparable houses. By purchasing a condo, your client is 
not actually purchasing any of the land that it sits on, which can result in a lower price.

The entire condo complex must be VA-approved before a buyer can obtain a loan for 
one particular unit. The VA maintains a running list of “approved” condominiums, so your 
clients’ complex may have already gone through the qualification process. Check with 
the lender to see if your condo has already made the list. If your desired condo is not 
on the VA-approved list, your lender can request approval directly from the VA. The VA 
will closely examine the property and the condo’s organizational documents to ensure 
compliance with all VA regulations. It can take weeks for the VA to investigate condo liens, 
homeowner’s associations, parking availability and titling, so be prepared and request an 
extended closing date.

Most lenders don’t have outright objections to condo loans. However, 
some lenders refuse to issue “jumbo” loans (those over $417,000) for 
condominiums. Some lenders are averse to “condotel” units, which are 
condos located inside hotels. Each lender is different, so shop around if 
you can’t find a willing lender for your clients’ desired property.
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PROPERTY LOCATION

LENDER GUIDELINES

Is your client thinking of purchasing new digs in the desert? A cabin in the mountains? 
Maybe a cottage on the beach? Buyers all have their own idea of the perfect locale.

But keep in mind that the property’s location could be key to either loan approval or denial.

Your purchased property must be on U.S. soil (including the Virgin Islands, Guam, 
American Samoa and the Northern Marianas) to qualify for the VA guarantee. But 
you’ll also need to think beyond a zip code when considering a property’s location. 
VA loans can’t be issued in areas that are considered hazardous.

Lenders will ensure that the property meets the VA’s location standards. Records will 
be combed to guarantee that the home is not in a hazardous or unsuitable location.

When thinking about the location of your client’s purchase, also keep in mind that 
most states require lenders to be licensed. This requirement can eliminate lenders 
from consideration who are only licensed to practice in certain states. Don’t forget to 
ensure that the property is within the lender’s service area.

Areas prone to regular flooding

Airport noise zones

Areas susceptible to geological or soil 
instability (earthquakes or landslides)

VA PROHIBITS LOANS IN THESE LOCATIONS

VA GUIDELINES
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VA HOMEBUYER REQUIREMENTS
It’s certainly important to ensure that your client’s property meets both VA and lender 
criteria. It’s even more important to ensure your client’s qualities as a homebuyer are 
up to par. Your client may have located the most ideal property on the hemisphere. But 
if they are not a suitable homebuyer, they won’t be eligible to purchase any property 
through the VA loan program.

The VA and individual lenders know what they love to see in potential buyers: good 
income, great credit history and reliable employment.

But it’s tough for both the VA and lenders to set rigid standards for clients. A potential 
homebuyer with a great income may have a foreclosure in the not-so-distant past. 
A buyer with a flawless credit report may not have the income necessary to sustain 
mortgage payments.

As such, many potential homebuyers are considered on a case-by-case basis, with 
several benchmarks in mind. Let’s examine these benchmarks in greater detail.
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CREDIT SCORE
There are actually several different types of credit scores, each calculated somewhat differently. The 
nation’s three major credit bureaus — Experian, Equifax and TransUnion — all receive information 
on your credit usage, payments, balances and other data. They generate their own credit score, as 
does FICO, a California-based company that created the first credit score decades ago.

Lenders will pull your credit during the prequalification process. They’ll see several credit scores and 
typically use the middle score for qualification purposes. That one number can make or break you 
as a VA loan recipient. While lenders attempt to be flexible with requirements when warranted, they 
generally have hard-and-fast rules about credit score minimums.

LENDER GUIDELINES

The VA does not set a minimum credit score for its potential borrowers. Rather, it makes a generic 
statement regarding a buyer’s credit history: “By law, VA may only guarantee a loan when it is 
possible to determine that the veteran is a satisfactory credit risk.”

Remember that lenders are on the hook for the majority of the loan balance if a borrower 
defaults. So they seek to minimize risk by utilizing a credit score cutoff. In the current economic 
climate, most VA lenders require a credit score of at least 620. Military borrowers looking for 
jumbo loans will typically need a credit score of at least 640.

VA GUIDELINES

VA LENDER
MINIMUM
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LITTLE TO NO CREDIT HISTORY
Credit newbies can face challenges when applying for financing. Lenders like to thoroughly evaluate 
a candidate’s behavior with credit. If an applicant has no behavior to assess, it’s impossible for 
lenders to perform a proper evaluation.

Unfortunately, it’s common for service men and women to lack credit experience. Those who join the 
service at a young age may not have ever needed credit. Recently returned from duty, prospective 
military borrowers may want to purchase a home, but have no credit history for lenders to consider.

Potential military borrowers may not even have the history necessary to create a credit score. 
Those who have never possessed a credit card or obtained a loan can fall into this category. 1 in 10 
American Consumers have no credit history according to a 2015 CFPB study*. How will the VA and 
individual lenders handle these credit candidates?

LENDER GUIDELINES

The VA encourages lenders to be open-minded when dealing with inexperienced 
borrowers. Lenders are asked to consider a borrower’s track record on utility, rent or 
insurance payments in the absence of traditional credit history.

Although the VA urges lenders to be flexible when working with rookie borrowers, the 
agency can’t force individual lenders to issue loans to anyone. Lenders want to be able to 
accurately calculate lending risks. It’s tough to assess an applicant’s ability to repay debts 
when there’s no payment pattern to consider. Most lenders don’t want to chance their funds 
on someone without substantial credit history.

Many lenders require that a borrower be able to show responsibility with credit. And for 
most lenders, this means that borrowers must have enough credit history to calculate 
a credit score. Lenders may even go beyond requiring a credit score by mandating that 
borrowers have a certain number of open credit accounts in good standing. For example, a 
lender may require that you have at least three lines of credit with no late payments within 
the last 12 months. It’s possible to secure a VA loan while having just one open line of credit. 
But that’s much more exception than rule.

VA GUIDELINES

*files.consumerfinance.gov/f/201505_cfpb_data-point-credit-invisibles.pdf
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UNPAID DEBTS AND COLLECTIONS
Stacks of unpaid bills on your desk could signal a problem with getting additional financing.

Any credit mistakes in your past may have been reported to credit rating bureaus. Items 
from judgments to collections to tax liens can stay on your credit report for years. Your 
lender will be on the lookout for the following “negative compensating factors” on your 
credit report:

JUDGMENTS

TAX LIENS

Your unpaid debts (credit cards, medical 
bills, etc.) can be turned over to a third-
party collection agency after a certain 
period of time. Creditors frequently 
relay this information to credit reporting 
agencies. This data typically remains on 
your credit report for seven years after the 
last late payment on the account.

Creditors typically “charge off” a debt if there 
has been no payment on the account for 
more than six months. In charging off a debt, 
a creditor gains a tax exemption by saying 
that the debt is unlikely to ever be collected. 
A charge-off does not release you from your 
debt obligation and your credit report will 
take a hit. Charge-offs are typically reported 
to credit rating bureaus and remain on your 
credit report for seven years.

A creditor could pursue the more 
drastic route of suing you over your 
unpaid debts. Should the creditor be 
successful, you could have a court 
judgment placed against you. The 
ruling can be enforced through liens, 
wage garnishments and even seizure 
and sale of your property. Judgments 
are a matter of public record and 
remain on your credit report for seven 
years from the legal filing date.

The government can place a lien against 
your property (real estate or personal) if 
you fail to pay your taxes. Tax liens can be 
extremely damaging to your credit report. 
Paid tax liens remain on your credit report 
for seven years from the date they were 
paid, while unpaid liens linger for 15 years.

COLLECTIONS

CHARGE-OFFS
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LENDER GUIDELINES

The VA encourages applicants to take care of outstanding debts. Prospective borrowers 
with a history of unpaid debts are not generally considered “good credit risks.” This 
doesn’t mean that VA loan candidates need to be debt-free. Rather, borrowers must 
show timely payments on debts for at least the past 12 months.

This policy has one notable exception, which addresses tax liens or other federal debts, 
such as missed student loan payments. If your buyer is in debt to Uncle Sam, they 
either have to pay that debt in full or present an appropriate repayment plan to the VA. 
Otherwise, the VA will not consider them a satisfactory credit risk, and they will not be 
eligible for a VA loan.

The VA doesn’t require that borrowers be debt-free. However, lenders are allowed to be 
as selective as they want. And in picking through applicants, lenders will see a history of 
collections, liens and judgments as a warning sign. Some lenders consider derogatory debt 
on a case-by-case basis. Some place a cap on the amount of unpaid debts a borrower can 
have. Some won’t consider borrowers with any amount of unpaid debts.

(Source: 2010 National Financial Capability Study, Financial Industry Regulatory Authority)

VA GUIDELINES

CREDIT CARD DEBT AMONG MILITARY MEMBERS VS. CIVILIANS

HAVE $5,000 OR MORE IN CREDIT CARD DEBT 28% 41%

HAVE $10,000 OR MORE IN CREDIT CARD DEBT 16% 27%

HAVE $20,000 OR MORE IN CREDIT CARD DEBT 7% 10%

RESPONDENTS WHO...
CIVILIAN 

TOTAL
MILITARY

TOTAL
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Foreclosures and short sales can be harrowing experiences. The emotional pain of losing 
a home is damaging enough. The effects of foreclosures can have detrimental effects on 
future finances. Credit scores can take a big hit following foreclosure, making it extremely 
difficult in the short term to qualify for any type of credit. Foreclosures and short sales 
can also be tough to forget, as they remain on credit reports for seven years after the 
filing date.

PAST FORECLOSURE/SHORT SALE

LENDER GUIDELINES

Your client will typically need to wait at least 24 months from the foreclosure to be 
eligible for a VA loan. A past foreclosure or short sale doesn’t automatically disqualify 
a buyer from VA loan approval. However, if the foreclosure was on a VA loan, the 
buyer may have all or a portion of their entitlement tied up. VA loan entitlement can 
be complex to calculate. Consult with the VA or the lender if your client has a past 
foreclosure on a VA loan.

Foreclosure
Foreclosures are understandably alarming to lenders. Lenders fear that a prospective 
buyer’s past behavior will continue and that a repeat foreclosure could be just around 
the corner. Most lenders refuse to issue new home loans to potential homebuyers until 
they are 24 months out from the foreclosure. After this two year period has passed, 
lenders will closely examine a client’s recent history to gauge the likelihood of a repeat 
foreclosure.

Short Sale
Short sales are treated a little differently than foreclosures. It may be possible to obtain 
a VA loan prior to the two year seasoning requirement. Your buyer should discuss the 
specifics of their situation with their lender to determine when they can move forward. 

VA GUIDELINES
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Bankruptcies can be even more damaging to a prospective homebuyer’s credit than 
foreclosure. A Chapter 7 or 13 bankruptcy can slash your credit score significantly and stay on 
credit report for up to 10 years.

PAST BANKRUPTCY

LENDER GUIDELINES

Bankruptcies are ugly, but they won’t immediately sink chances of qualifying 
for a VA loan. The more time that has elapsed since bankruptcy, the better. 
A two-year waiting period is usually ideal. The VA states that a Chapter 
7 (liquidation) bankruptcy discharged more than two years ago can be 
disregarded. More recent Chapter 7 bankruptcies are usually more alarming, 
so it’s best to wait at least two years before applying for VA financing.

Chapter 13 bankruptcy involves an effort to pay creditors. If a prospective 
client has maintained solid payments to those creditors for the past 12 
months, the applicant is usually viewed by the VA as a satisfactory credit risk. 

But if your client has either type of bankruptcy in their past, they will face close 
scrutiny. They’ll be asked to provide a written explanation for the bankruptcy 
and proof of job stability. They will also have to show that they have re-
established good credit.

Most lenders won’t automatically reject applicants based on a previous 
bankruptcy. Past bankruptcy is just one of many factors that will be considered 
during the application process. That’s not to say that bankruptcies aren’t 
worrying to lenders. They most certainly are. If a client has a bankruptcy in their 
past and wants a VA loan, they’ll likely face a one to two-year waiting period. 
In that time, clients should do all they can to polish their credit profile. Clients 
should make payments on time, pay off old debts if possible and keep expenses 
in check.

VA GUIDELINES
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If a client already has a mortgage, timely payments are important. Late mortgage 
payments can incur fees and additional interest and possibly send the clients home down 
the track to foreclosure. A mortgage is a major obligation and failing to maintain proper 
payments can have serious consequences.

One 30-day late mortgage payment can result in a 60 to 110 point drop in your buyer’s 
credit score. A 90-day late payment can cut up to 130 points from their score. Such a 
significant drop in credit score could wipe a buyer out of contention for a new mortgage, 
so it’s vital to maintain timely payments.

LATE MORTGAGE PAYMENTS

LENDER GUIDELINES

The VA sees late mortgage payments as a sign that a potential buyer may be unable to 
handle a mortgage. But the agency also realizes that sometimes forgetfulness gets the 
best of homeowners. Potential buyers will have a chance to justify their late payment 
to the VA, which requires a written explanation for any 30-day late payments within the 
past year.

Lenders vary on their treatment of late mortgage payments. Many lenders won’t 
allow any late payments (30 days or more) within the past 12 months. Others allow a 
maximum of one late payment in the past year. Some consider all applicants on a case-
by-case basis and haven’t set rigid standards regarding late payments.

VA GUIDELINES
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A client’s total debt and income will be closely examined by the VA and the lender. In fact, 
the ratio of debt to income must be close to a certain threshold in order to qualify for 
financing.

This threshold is known as the debt-to-income (DTI) ratio. To calculate DTI ratio, a lender 
takes monthly debt (housing, loans, child support, etc.) and divides that by total monthly 
income. Lenders only consider “significant” debts in this calculation, which are generally 
those with a longterm obligation (10 months or more) or short-term obligations that are 
so large that they will cause a severe impact on a family’s resources.

DEBT-TO-INCOME RATIO

LENDER GUIDELINES

The VA benchmark is a DTI ratio at or below 41 
percent. Borrowers with a ratio above that mark have 
to meet additional requirements for residual income 
(which we’ll talk about next) in order to satisfy the 
agency and approved lenders.

Most lenders will follow the 41 percent DTI ratio 
guideline encouraged by the VA. That’s not to say it’s 
impossible to obtain a loan with a DTI ratio higher 
than 41. But with a high DTI ratio, a client is likely 
facing higher interest rates and slimmer chances of 
qualifying for financing.

VA GUIDELINES
MORTGAGE PAYMENT

AUTO LOAN

STUDENT LOAN

CHILD SUPPORT

TOTAL MONTHLY DEBT

TOTAL MONTHLY INCOME

DTI RATIO  ($1,400 DIVIDED BY $3,500)

EXAMPLE DTI RATIO CALCULATION

$1,000

$200

$100

$100

$1,400

$3,500

40%
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The quantity and stability of a your clients’ income will be closely analyzed during 
the application process. It’s understandably important to ensure that their income is 
sufficient to cover the costs of owning a home.

But the VA and the lender will also ensure that a buyer has enough income to cover other 
typical expenses. This is what’s known as the residual income. Residual income is the 
amount of net income available after deduction of debts and housing expenses to cover 
traditional living expenses such as food, health care, clothing and gasoline.

RESIDUAL INCOME

LENDER GUIDELINES

The VA seeks to protect servicemen and women by 
ensuring that a new mortgage doesn’t place unbearable 
pressure on a family’s budget. An overextended budget 
can lead to a host of problems, from late mortgage 
payments to foreclosure. The VA sets monthly 
standards against which a buyer’s residual income is 
measured. These standards vary by location and family 
size. Here’s a look at the breakdown:

These standards define how much money a family 
needs to have available each month after mortgage 
expenses and significant debts. For example, a family 
of four living in the Northeast needs to have $1,025 
available each month after paying the mortgage and 
other major expenses such as car loans, student 
loans and the mortgage. Prospective borrowers with 
a DTI ratio greater than 41 percent must meet an 
additional hurdle; their residual income must be 20 
percent more than the monthly amount required 
by the VA. For example, that same family of four in 
the Northeast would need at least $1,230 in residual 
income in order to satisfy the requirement.

Lenders can reject a loan application if 
the prospective borrower fails to meet the 
residual income requirement. Borrowers 
with substantial income are safer bets when 
it comes to paying back loans, so lenders like 
to see a borrower with some freedom in their 
monthly budgets.

VA GUIDELINES

1

2

3

4

5

OVER 5

RESIDUAL MONTHLY INCOME STANDARDS BY REGION 
(FOR LOAN AMOUNTS OF $80,000 AND ABOVE)

$491

$823

$990

$1,117

$1,158

$441

$738

$889

$1,003

$1,039

$450

$755

$909

$1,025

$1,062

$441

$738

$889

$1003

$1,039

ADD $80 FOR EACH ADDITIONAL MEMBER UP TO A FAMILY OF SEVEN

FAMILY SIZE NORTHEAST SOUTHMIDWEST WEST
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Many first-time homebuyers are just beginning to build their financial profiles. As such, 
it’s common for novice clients to lack assets. Fortunately, the VA loan program features 
relaxed asset requirements for prospective homebuyers.

It’s very common for VA buyers to ask sellers to pay closing costs! 
Ask for this concession during negotiations with the seller. If the 
seller agrees to pay closing costs, your client probably won’t need 
to bring any cash to the closing table.

ASSET REQUIREMENTS

LENDER GUIDELINES

TIP:

The VA only asks that homebuyers have 
the cash necessary to cover applicable loan 
costs. Since most homebuyers pay little to no 
out-of-pocket closing costs with VA loans, the 
asset requirements are relatively minor.

Lenders want to make sure you have cash to cover any loan closing costs but may add 
“reserve” requirements as well. Reserves are extra funds that a borrower should have 
available to cover a certain number of mortgage payments in case of emergency. If the 
buyer owns any investment properties or is converting their current primary residence 
into an investment property, additional reserves will likely be required. 

VA GUIDELINES VA APPLICANTS MUST HAVE CASH TO COVER:

Their out of pocket closing costs

Down payment, if borrower 
chooses to make one

Difference between the sales price 
and the loan amount, if applicable
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Income and assets are vital diagnostic tools for lenders. 
But employment history is an equally important element 
for lenders. Reliable, stable and likely to continue represent 
the ideal description of your employment and income 
status. There are certainly exceptions, but it’s important for 
prospective borrowers to understand at the outset how the 
VA and lenders view employment.

EMPLOYMENT HISTORY

LENDER GUIDELINES

The VA asks that military borrowers provide at least two 
years of employment history. Applicants without a two-year 
employment history are not immediately rejected, but they 
will definitely face challenges in qualifying for financing. 
There are certainly good reasons why a borrower might not 
have two consecutive years of steady employment, military
service chief among them. But the VA and lenders want to 
see continuity. For example, a recently separated service 
member who worked as an MP and gets a civilian job as a 
police officer may be more likely to satisfy requirements than 
an MP who takes a job as a bank teller.

The majority of lenders like to see two years of stable 
employment. They prefer applicants have full-time 
employment and consistent income. Since lenders are 
big fans of reliable income, it can be more challenging 
for part-time, seasonal or commission based workers to 
garner approval.

VA GUIDELINES

Commission-based
employment 
Income must be considered 
stable and likely to continue. 
Thus, commission-based jobs
must have a history of 
consistency. Lenders will 
examine two years of your 
history to ensure your 
commission-based income is 
reliable enough to sustain a 
mortgage.

Self-employment
A self-employed applicant
must provide profit-and loss
statements and a current 
balance sheet for their business. 
Generally, income from self 
employment is considered stable 
when the applicant has been in 
business for at least two years.

Active military employment
Active military personnel must 
provide a Leave and Earnings 
Statement (LES) to their lender. 
The lender will use the LES to 
document income and confirm 
the applicant has 12 or more 
months remaining in service.

COMMISSION-BASED
EMPLOYMENT
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All financing options come with rules and regulations. Understanding these guidelines is 
key to success for your clients.

It’s clear that VA loan recipients stand better chances of approval by selecting appropriate 
properties and refining their financial attributes. Reliable buyers and appreciating 
properties are often ideal investment opportunities for lenders and represent prime 
candidates for VA approval.

This long-cherished home loan is designed to be flexible. The relaxed credit standards 
and 100 percent financing offered by VA loans have paved the route to homeownership 
for many veterans who could not otherwise qualify for financing. Since 1944, more than 
22 million VA loans have been issued to eligible service members.

To add your client’s name to the roster of proud VA loan recipients, they should polish 
their credit and find a great property. Your clients’ future as a military homeowner 
starts today!
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